
SLOWTAIL SWIMBAIT

HOGY ORIGINAL EEL

FISH SMART.
FISH SIMPLE.
FISH HOGY.

It’s hard to get more iconic in tarpon fishing than
pursuing these fish in the super shallow, clear waters of
South Florida. One thing has always been common: these
fish are not happy to eat very often! 

HOGY TARPON PLAYBOOK

TARPON SHALLOWS APPROACH
Notes: This is quite possibly the most exciting and iconic scenario for
targeting tarpon. Anglers will need to utilize stealth, stalking and silence
to maximize opportunities for success, as tarpon in shallow water will
flee at the slightest unnatural vibration.

Slowtail: Our go-to slow
retrieve presentation.
Designed for super slow
swimming, ideal for very
shallow water.

Original Series Eel: The
Classic Flats Tarpon
presentation. These eels can
be fished weightless for ultra
slow, slow twitching action.
Bone and Black are the top
two colors for most
scenarios.

Protail Paddles: Best used for
quickly covering ground. The
Protail Paddle is best used at
medium-fast speeds.
Excellent for covering
ground quickly.

These backwater tarpon highways provide some of the
most consistent fishing opportunities during the tarpon
migration. Often, the most productive channels slither
their way through shallow flats like an artery, with
branching veins reaching into nearby drop offs.

SHALLOW FLATS

SHALLOWS MINNOW & MULLET RUN

On sunny days, tarpon can be seen from a distance. Quietly poll or troll to
position yourself well ahead of the incoming school. Anchor or stake out
along side any sand bar, cut or edge the tarpon appear to be traveling
along. Quietly wait until fish get into casting range, place an accurate
cast across and in front of the lead fish.

Tip: Color choice is pretty simple on the flats. In sunny conditions choose
Bone or Bubblegum patterns, on overcast days or choppy days, Black is
extremely effective. 
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3 BEST BETS
SHALLOW FLATS
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HOGY ORIGINAL EEL

PROTAIL PADDLE SWIMBAIT

SHALLOW CHANNELS

3 BEST BETS
SHALLOW CHANNELS

SHALLOW CHANNELS

INLETS & TROLLING

Locate an area with a sharp drop off, back eddy, quick bend, or sand bar
dropping into deeper water. Any of these feature changes create a stopping
point for tarpon as they move in and out of the channel with the tide. Stake out
your boat along the shallow edge of the channel within long casting distance of
the attractive feature. 

On a falling tide fish will often be sliding into the channel from the flats, keep
an eye 360 degrees around you for fish pushing into deeper water. On a rising
tide, you’ll find fish coming in with the tide, popping out of the channel and
making their way toward the shallows. Large, deep channels can hold large
numbers of fish, shallow channels along grass flat edges can hold decent
numbers of fish that may be less pressured and more apt to feed on artificial. 

WATCH VIDEO

WATCH VIDEO

SHORE & WORM HATCHBRIDGES

Slowtail: Our go-to slow
retrieve presentation.
Designed for super slow
swimming, ideal for very
shallow water.

Original Series Eel: The
Classic Flats Tarpon
presentation. These eels can
be fished weightless for ultra
slow, slow twitching action.
Bone and Black are the top
two colors for most
scenarios.

Protail Paddles: Best used for
quickly covering ground. The
Protail Paddle is best used at
medium-fast speeds.
Excellent for covering
ground quickly.

PROTAIL PADDLE SWIMBAIT

CANAL & BEACHES



SLOWTAIL SWIMBAIT

CHARTER GRADE SLIDER

FISH SMART.
FISH SIMPLE.
FISH HOGY.

These minnow runs usually happen in late July into early
August along the coast of Central Florida, while the Gulf
runs happen a little later in September and October. Both
have the same characteristics, with massive schools of
baitfish collecting in very close to shore in the first trough,
out to maybe one hundred yards out.

HOGY TARPON PLAYBOOK

MINNOW RUN APPROACH

Slowtail: Best suited for
fishing right along the
surface in heavy current, or
retrieved slowly around slack
tide. Use a slow speed
retrieve for finicky tarpon.

Protail Paddles: Offered in a
variety of sizes and weights,
heavier models of the Protail
Paddle are excellent for
swinging mid and lower
water column. The 3oz model
will cover most fast current
situations. Cast uptide,
allowing the bait to sink then
begin a medium speed steady
retrieve. Allow short pauses
for the bait to sink and
resume retrieve.

The mullet run, like the minnow run, offers shore anglers
excellent opportunities for targeting trophy grade fish
right from the surf. Mullet will often hang right inside the
first break on the beach, well within casting distance of
anglers using heavy surf casting outfits.

MINNOW RUN

Lure Size: Smaller, lightweight presentations are key for imitating micro
forage. Trophy grade rigging found on the smallest 3.5-inch, 4.25-inch
and 5.5-inch Pro Tail Paddles are an excellent choice for casting into the
shallow surf.

Placement: Try to place your casts along the outside edges of bait
schools, giving your lure the chance to be seen and targeted by a roaming
fish. It’s much harder for a fish to find your bait when you cast directly
into a school of hundreds of thousands baitfish. Utilize a steady retrieve
just a few inches below the surface. Tarpon will track the bait a short
distance before committing to strike. 
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2 BEST BETS
MINNOW RUN
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PROTAIL PADDLE SWIMBAIT

MULLET RUN

3 BEST BETS
MULLET RUN

MULLET RUN APPROACH

WATCH VIDEO

WATCH VIDEO

Slowtail: Best suited for
fishing right along the
surface in heavy current, or
retrieved slowly around slack
tide. Use a slow speed
retrieve for finicky tarpon.

Charter Slider: These beefy
plugs are ideal for imitating
large mullet. Simple retrieve
at a slow speed for side to
side kicking action.

Protail Paddles: Our most
popular mullet imitator.
Match the hatch by choosing
a paddle size closest to the
available forage size. Smaller
4.25" Paddles for finger
mullet and larger 6.5" sizes
for bigger forage. Use a
medium speed steady
retrieve along the outside
edges of bait schools.PROTAIL PADDLE SWIMBAIT

You’ll find the best success making your presentations along the outside
edges of the mullet school and targeting smaller groups in individual fish
away from the main mullet run. Singling out fish with accurate casts and
blind casting along the outside edges of the school are the most
productive methods for getting hooked up.

Lure Size: In heavy surf, larger and heavier protail paddles will stay
below the surf in the strike zone. The 5.5" 2oz Paddle is our #1 choice.
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As with most tarpon retrieves, a slow to medium, steady speed retrieve
often produces the best action. Pause occasionally to allow the bait to
sink a few feet, but avoid highly erratic jerking of the lure, which can
spook the fish.
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SHALLOWS MINNOW & MULLET RUN INLETS & TROLLING SHORE & WORM HATCHBRIDGES CANAL & BEACHES



SLOWTAIL SWIMBAIT

CHARTER GRADE SLIDER

FISH SMART.
FISH SIMPLE.
FISH HOGY.

Inlets and passes offer the perfect combination of forage,
current, structure and passageways between the ocean and
inland waterways. There is a good chance that tarpon will
be available at nearly any Florida coastal inlet or pass at
some point during their annual migration.  Generally
speaking, inlets and passes feature deep water and fast
moving current, requiring anglers to deploy a heavier
range of presentations to appropriately cover the water
column. 

HOGY TARPON PLAYBOOK

INLETS & PASSES APPROACH

Slowtail: Best suited for
fishing right along the
surface in heavy current, or
retrieved slowly around slack
tide. Use a slow speed
retrieve for finicky tarpon.

Protail Paddles: Offered in a
variety of sizes and weights,
heavier models of the Protail
Paddle are excellent for
swinging mid and lower
water column. The 3oz model
will cover most fast current
situations. Cast uptide,
allowing the bait to sink then
begin a medium speed steady
retrieve. Allow short pauses
for the bait to sink and
resume retrieve.

Trolling for tarpon is relatively uncommon outside of the
northern Gulf of Mexico, but can be very effective at
locating scattered fish in open water. With the aid of
advanced side scan technology, you can present baits in
multiples depths while covering a wide area.

INLETS & PASSES

Shore Fishing Inelts: top choice for making these 50 - 90 yard casts are
heavy 3oz - 5oz Pro Tail Paddle Swim Baits. They have a perfect profile at
6.5”, which easily imitates a wide variety of forage that may be sweeping
out with the tide.  Ultra long range casting and heavy thumping action!
Jetty Backwash: There are high odds fish will use these disturbed water
areas as feeding stations when conditions are right. Many jetties will
have these on the outside edges, opposite of the inlet. Water will curl
around the point and break direction, causing a large wash area to form.
This area has significantly less current, making it an easy spot for fish to
hold and wait for bait to swept to them.
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INLETS & PASSES
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TARPON TROLLING

3 BEST BETS
TARPON TROLLING

TARPON TROLLING APPROACH

WATCH VIDEO

Slowtail: Best suited for
fishing at very slow speeds.
Can be fished near the
surface or down deep.

Charter Slider: Big sliders
offer excellent side to side
kick at slow speeds. Can be
trolled on the surface or
down deep.

Protail Paddles: Super
versatile for deep water
trolling. Heavy thumping
action calls fish in from a
distance. Use larger sizes
when big baitfish are
present. 2oz and 3oz weights
best suited for mid-water
trolling application.PROTAIL PADDLE SWIMBAIT

Surface Baits: Baits on the surface should be counted back in five second
increments (five seconds back will be fishing two to three feet deep)
while a bait at twenty seconds is probably swimming about six to eight
feet deep.

Lure Size: You’ll have the best success making long casts at a 45-degree
angle up tide, this will allow your bait to be presented as it’s drifting with
the current for about eighty percent of the retrieve. 
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Power Pole Clip or Down Rigger: When deploying baits on the Power
Pole clip, let them back for about five seconds, giving them about thirty
to thirty five feet of line off the stern. Attach them to the outrigger clip
and extend the Power Pole three to five feet deep. The same five second,
thirty foot length shot of line should be used when attaching to a down
rigger weight as well.
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SLOWTAIL SWIMBAIT

HOGY ORIGINAL EEL

FISH SMART.
FISH SIMPLE.
FISH HOGY.

Tarpon gather day and night around bridges, taking
advantage of the tidal forage buffet. Heavily weighted
softbait presentations fished deep in the water column
along the back eddies have a been not so secret weapon for
Hogy Tarpon anglers for well over a decade. 

HOGY TARPON PLAYBOOK

BRIDGES DAYTIME APPROACH
Notes: You’ll find fish holding in primary areas along the bridge
structure and channel. Each has a specific method for the best chances of
success.

Slowtail: Best suited for
fishing right along the
surface in heavy current, or
retrieved slowly around slack
tide. Use a slow speed
retrieve for finicky tarpon.

Protail Paddles: Offered in a
variety of sizes and weights,
heavier models of the Protail
Paddle are excellent for
swinging mid and lower
water column. The 3oz model
will cover most fast current
situations. Cast uptide,
allowing the bait to sink then
begin a medium speed steady
retrieve. Allow short pauses
for the bait to sink and
resume retrieve.

Night fishing around bridges is arguably one of the easiest
and most reliable ways of capturing a tarpon. During early
summer months, when migratory tarpon populations are
peaking, it’s worth hitting the water just after dark.

BRIDGES DAYTIME

Staging Uptide of Pillings: Cast well uptide of when fish are visibly
rolling. Allow your lure to sink mid-water column. Use a steady retrieve
to swim the bait below rolling fish. Adjust sink depth to work water
column top to bottom. 

Downtide Back Eddies: Located in current breaks downside of bridge
pilings, these tarpon generally hang in a tight area for a duration of the
tide. Ideally you’ll want to be able to cast across the back eddy, close to
the back of the piling. This will allow your bait to swing with the current,
subsurface and into the feeding zone.
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DAYTIME BRIDGES
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NIGHT TIME BRIDGES

3 BEST BETS
NIGHT TIME BRIDGES

NIGHT TIME BRIDGES

WATCH VIDEO

WATCH VIDEO

Slowtail: Best suited for
fishing right along the
surface in heavy current, or
retrieved slowly around slack
tide. Use a slow speed
retrieve for finicky tarpon.

Original Series Eel: These
eels can be fished weightless
for ultra slow, slow twitching
action. 

Protail Paddles: Offered in a
variety of sizes and weights,
heavier models of the Protail
Paddle are excellent for
swinging mid and lower
water column. The 3oz model
will cover most fast current
situations. Cast uptide,
allowing the bait to sink then
begin a medium speed steady
retrieve. Allow short pauses
for the bait to sink and
resume retrieve.

PROTAIL PADDLE SWIMBAIT

Position your boat along the back eddies formed from the pilings There will be
significantly less current for you to manage, and it will allow for a good casting
angle. swim your lure through the entire feeding zone, which is the dark area
behind the shadow line, under the bridge itself and back into the down tide
shadow line. Tarpon will often be hanging in these dark areas, waiting to feed.

SHALLOWS MINNOW & MULLET RUN INLETS & TROLLING SHORE & WORM HATCHBRIDGES CANAL & BEACHES



FISH SMART.
FISH SIMPLE.
FISH HOGY.

Many anglers prefer to use their heavy tarpon rod setups
when targeting shore tarpon for the added benefit of
increased line capacity. Shallow water tarpon often take
off on blistering 50 - 125 yard runs when they feel the
hook, so an adequately spooled reel should be used when
attempting to target these fish. 

HOGY TARPON PLAYBOOK

LAND BASED TARPON APPROACH

Slowtail: Small 3.5" Slowtails
are perfect for casting to fish
rolling on the surface. Make
sure to cast tight to any
rolling fish and begin your
slow speed retrieve.

Protail Paddles: Our most
popular mullet imitator.
Match the hatch by choosing
a paddle size closest to the
available forage size. Smaller
4.25" Paddles for finger
mullet and larger 6.5" sizes
for bigger forage. Use a
medium speed steady
retrieve along the outside
edges of bait schools.

LAND BASED TARPON

Smaller profile Pro Tail Paddles in the 3.5-inch, 4.25-inch and 5.5-inch
range are the most popular. These heavy paddle tails feature enough
weight for casting on heavier outfits and carry a strong enough hook to
land even the largest tarpon feeding in the shallows.

Similar to boat presentations, casts should be placed along the outside
edges of minnow schools where tarpon have an opportunity to see a
single bait broken away from the school. Slow stop-and-go retrieves can
work very well, letting the bait fall to the bottom for a moment before
beginning the steady retrieve again. 
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2 BEST BETS
LAND BASED TARPON

SLOWTAIL SWIMBAIT

PROTAIL PADDLE SWIMBAIT

WATCH VIDEO

On choppy days and high surf, the larger 5.5-inch Pro Tail is a top choice,
offering a larger profile and extra casting weight for added distance and
its ability to swim a few inches below the surface.
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Timed around the full moon cycle in May and sometimes
June, specific conditions trigger a common sea worm to
begin a unique spawning behavior en masse. The Palolo
worm will break off half of its body, releasing its tail
section into the current.

WORM HATCH APPROACH

Original Series Eel: Our top
choice for dead drifting in
the current. The 7" Hogy
Original in Bone or Pink can
be floated with the current
on a cork, or slowly dead
stick retrieved along the
surface. Try to impart as
little action as possible.
Simply swim the eel with the
current.

Slowtail: Small 3.5" Slowtails
are perfect for casting to fish
rolling on the surface. Make
sure to cast tight to any
rolling fish and begin your
slow speed retrieve.

You will not need to impart any action to your Palolo worm once it’s cast
into the current. Using your fingertips, slowly pay out slack line, just fast
enough to allow the bait to drift naturally with the current. The bite can
be very delicate when a tarpon eats the worm, so pay attention to any
slight ticks on the line during the drift, but on occasion, a tarpon will
attack the worm imitator with a large surface explosion just to keep
things interesting. After the strike, manually close the reel’s bail and
quickly pickup any slack. Allow the fish to come tight on the hook and
begin it’s run before setting the hook. With these small, light wire hooks,
the hooks are nearly always set during the first few moments of a strike.
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ORIGINAL SERIES EEL

WORM HATCH

2 BEST BETS
WORM HATCH

SLOWTAIL SWIMBAIT
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FISH SMART.
FISH SIMPLE.
FISH HOGY.

A majority of canal tarpon will be in the 5lb to 4olb range,
often times these small tarpon can be seen tail slapping or
rolling on the surface. A light tackle outfit will be the most
enjoyable for casting to these Silver Princes.  A 7’ medium
12-17lb outfit with a 3000-5000 size reel, 20lb braid and
40lb Fluorocarbon is perfect.

HOGY TARPON PLAYBOOK

CANAL TARPON APPROACH

Slowtail: Small 3.5" Slowtails
are perfect for casting to fish
rolling on the surface. Make
sure to cast tight to any
rolling fish and begin your
slow speed retrieve.

Protail Paddles: When canal
tarpon suspend mid-water
column, fan casting the
Protail Paddle is a great way
to hook up on finicky tarpon.
Simply blind cast the
swimbait, allowing it to sink
mid-water column, then
begin a medium speed
retrieve. Impart occasional
rod tip twitches and pauses
for a jerk and drop
presentation.

CANAL TARPON

Sight casting at rolling fish, then imparting a vertical jigging
presentation worked in the mid water column tends to get bit the most
often. Just after a fish rolls, make a cast within two feet of the roll. Let the
jig sink to about one third the depth of the canal. 

Give The rod tip two quick, sharp ten-inch snaps. This will cause the lure
to quickly dart upwards, then with a slightly slack line, THENallow the
jig to sink down two to three feet. I find canal tarpon eat a jig on the fall
ninety percent of the time. 
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2 BEST BETS
CANAL TARPON
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WATCH VIDEO

Make long casts down the center of the canal systems and begin your
retrieve just after the lure lands. Keep you rod tip low and be prepared to
set the hook at the slightest bump. These fish won’t aggressively attack a
lure, but they will lightly pop up and bump it as it goes by. 
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This deepwater fishery can be a little challenging when
targeting fish with artificial. You’ve got a lot of water
column to cover and the fish are constantly on the move.
Generally speaking, when the tarpon are in a feeding
mood, they will be in the upper third of the water column. 

DEEP BEACHES APPROACH

Protail Paddles: Offered in a
variety of sizes and weights,
heavier models of the Protail
Paddle are excellent for
swinging mid and lower
water column. The 3oz model
will cover most fast current
situations. Cast uptide,
allowing the bait to sink then
begin a medium speed steady
retrieve. Allow short pauses
for the bait to sink and
resume retrieve.

Slowtail: Best suited for
fishing right along the
surface and retrieved slowly
around daisy chains. Use a
slow speed retrieve for
finicky tarpon.

Daisy Chaining: is a common phenomena during the migration, with
tarpon swimming together in a loop nose to tail near the surface. This is
an excellent opportunity for a delicate topwater presentation, like an
unweighted 10-inch Original rigged on a swim bait hook. Cast along the
outside edge of the daisy chain, trying to be within three to five feet of
the school, but not casting directly into the group.
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PROTAIL PADDLE

DEEP BEACHES

2 BEST BETS
DEEP BEACHES

SLOWTAIL SWIMBAIT

Bait Pods: The 6.5” Pro Tail Paddle in 2oz or 3oz weight. These heavier
baits can be accurately heaved long distances, useful for casting to
feeding fish without getting too close and spooking them. When possible,
aim for the outside edges of the school and begin your retrieve as soon as
the lure hits the water. Use a slow to medium steady pace retrieve,
simulating a tired bait fish moving away from the school.
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FISH SMART.
FISH SIMPLE.
FISH HOGY.

HOGY TARPON PLAYBOOK
CAPT. ROSS' OUTFITS & GEAR GUIDE

Light Setup: 7’ MH Spinning Rod: You’ll quickly find a fast to
extra fast action composite spinning rod will be the most
comfortable outfit for hours of casting small to medium
sized unweighted soft baits, jigs and smaller plugs. These
outfits are ideal for targeting fish in the 30lb - 80lb class in
open water situations. 

With a high-quality spinning reel and braid you’ll be able to
use a moderate drag to subdue your catch while fishing
shallow bays, grass flats, channels and shallow beaches. This
outfit can be used for large adult fish in the 120lb - 140lb
range with an aggressive fighting style, but should be
avoided if you find yourself taking longer than 30 minutes to
land a fish.

Reel Size: 5000 - 8000 size class 
Typical Line: 30lb Braid
Leader: A rod length of 50lb Fluorocarbon

LIGHT TACKLE

HEAVY TACKLE
Heavy Setup: 8’ XH Spinning Rod: If you find yourself
targeting tarpon in deep water or heavy current you’ll soon
be looking for the added benefit of a very sturdy backbone in
your rod blank. Quickly after the surface acrobatics subside,
large tarpon begin a vertical tug of war that can go on for
upwards of an hour. You’ll need every ounce of rod strength
to steer these fish toward the surface and break their will to
hold near the bottom. 

These heavier blanks will also be quite comfortable for
casting heavier 2oz - 4oz Pro Tails and Jig-Head-Rigged
HDUV Eels, some of the more productive presentations for
bridges, inlets and offshore migration routes. I’ll pair these
rods with a high quality 8000 - 10000 size reel and 50lb to
65lb braid for added abrasion resistance and knot strength
with heavier drags.

Reel Size: 8000 - 10000 size class
Typical Line: 50lb - 65lb Braid
Leader: A rod Length 50lb - 80lb Fluorocarbon

SHORE TACKLE

The Shore Tarpon Setup: There are several tarpon fisheries
accessible for shore bound anglers and gearing up to target
100-pound plus fish from shore will require some advanced
techniques and high quality tackle. Northeast style surf rods
ranging from 9’ to 12’ lengths will greatly improve casting
range and the addition of a weather sealed reel will take the
inevitable abuse from sand, salt and surf. 

Reel Size: 8000 - 16000 size class
Typical Line: 50lb to 80lb Braid
Leader: A rod length of 50lb - 130lb Fluorocarbon

One of our most versatile and popular lure styles. The Pro Tail Paddles
are a simple and convenient way to present multiple baitfish profile
sizes in a trophy grade presentation. These Heavy Duty Soft Baits
feature a durable soft plastic body capable of withstanding damage
from numerous tarpon. The imitative baitfish profile is ideal for
imitating a variety of forage species like Mullet, Threadfin, Silver Sides,
Sardines, Pogy, Pinfish and Croaker. 

Sizing: Available in sizes ranging from 3.5” to 6.5” in a variety of
weights.

Retrieve: The Pro Tail Paddles can be fished several ways. The heavy
thumping tail is excellent when used on a medium to medium fast
steady retrieve. In deeper water, an occasional pause and stop retrieve
allows the lure to sink, then rise, moving the bait through the feeding
zone.

Color Selection: Color choices for tarpon can be fairly simple. During
daylight hours, brighter colors like Bone, Olive, Black Silver and Blue
Herring cover a number of bait fish patterns. In low light and night
fishing conditions, darker colors like Black Silver and Black Purple
Flake are an excellent choice.

PROTAIL PADDLE

Designed for scenarios when ultra slow presentations are required. The
Slowtail Swimbait provides excellent swimming action at a snails pace.
Best suited for shallow water and surface swimming. Slowtails feature
the same heavy duty rigging as the Protail Paddle.

Sizing: Available in sizes ranging from 3.5” to 5.5”.

Retrieve: The Slowtail Swimbait can be fished several ways. The twin
fan tail design offers a subtle, consistent swimming action, excellent on
a slow to medium speed retrieve. Tarpon seem to prefer a steady
swimming action, but short pauses can be used to allow the lure to
flutter fall for suspended tarpon in deeper water.

Color Selection: Color choices for tarpon can be fairly simple. During
daylight hours, brighter colors like Bone, Olive, Black Silver and Blue
Herring cover a number of bait fish patterns. In low light and night
fishing conditions, darker colors like Black Silver and Black Purple
Flake are an excellent choice.

SLOWTAIL SWIMBAIT



Slow Twitch Softbait.
Heavy Thumping Action. Ultra slow swimming action. Big Bait Imitator.

Since 2006 the Hogy Original
Eel has been a staple
presentation of Florida Key’s
Guides when targeting
migrating tarpon along
shallow grass flats. In calm
mid-day conditions the
smaller 7inch Original offers a
subtle presentation with great
casting distance. During low-
light or breezy conditions, the
10inch Original offers the best
casting distance and larger
profile for increased visibility
in silted water.

The Hogy Protail Paddle series
offers a variety of lure sizes,
weights and colors to easily
match the hatch. Choose an
appropriate size swimbait and
begin fan casting areas where
Tarpon are holding. The
Protail Paddle offers a heavy
thumping action at medium to
medium fast retrieves, perfect
for calling fish in from a
distance. Impart short pauses
to allow the bait to drop and
stop.

The Hogy Slowtail was
designed for fishing laid up
ultra-finicky tarpon. Offering
extremely slow swimming
action, the Slow Tail shines
when tarpon are reluctant to
chase down traditional
presentations. The Slowtail is
best fished with a very slow,
steady retrieve, an occasional
pause and drop can be
imparted when fishing in
deeper water.

When fish are scattered
around big schools of bait, the
Charter Slider shines. Offering
a great side to side kick at slow
speeds, these baits offer
excellent vibration and
visibility. Simply cast along
the outside edges of bait pods,
point the rod tip down and
begin a slow and steady
retrieve. Use sharp rod tip
twitches to make the plug dart
side to side. Impart short
pauses for the bait to sink
horizontally in the water
column.

FISH SMART.
FISH SIMPLE.
FISH HOGY.TROUBLE SHOOTING TARPON

Slow moving tarpon feeding
along shallow flats, channels
and beaches.

SURFACE TWITCH
ORIGINAL SERIES EELS

THE BITE

THE CHALLANGE

HEAVY THUMPING
PROTAIL PADDLES

SURFACE ACTION
SLOWTAIL SERIES

SLOW KICKER
CHARTER SLIDER

Tarpon can be very weary
when laid up in shallow water
in calm conditions. Subtle,
slow presentations  allow the
angler to read fish behavior
and adjust accordingly.

THE SOLUTION

Tarpon feeding in areas with
heavy current and/or deep
water.

THE BITE

THE CHALLANGE
Tarpon suspending mid-water
column in heavy current
require heavier than normal
presentations to fish in the
feeding zone.

THE SOLUTION

Tarpon holding in shallow
bays, beaches and flats feeding
on larger baitfish.

THE BITE

THE CHALLANGE
In slow moving, shallow water
conditions, tarpon prefer very
slow moving presentations.

THE SOLUTION

Tarpon scattered around
mullet schools.

THE BITE

THE CHALLANGE
Large plugs, like the Charter
Slider are ideal for imitating
oversized baitfish.

THE SOLUTION

Hogy Original 7"-10" Protail Paddle Slowtail Swimbait Hogy Epoxy Jig®


